Early Predictive Variables for Upper Canine Impaction as Derived from Posteroanterior Cephalograms
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Abstract: The aim of this study was to identify a model of cephalometric variables for early diagnosis of the displacement of upper permanent canine and early prognosis of upper canine impaction. Posteroanterior (PA) cephalograms of 43 subjects (22 males and 21 females) with different types of malocclusions in the mixed dentition were analyzed at the time of first observation (mean age 8 years and 5 ± 9 months). All subjects were reevaluated at the mean age of 14.3 years. At this time the sample was divided into 2 groups according to the presence of canine impaction: nonimpacted canine group (31 subjects) and impacted canine group (12 subjects). Stepwise variable selection on the measurements at the time of first observation identified 2 predictive variables on PA cephalograms, ie, the distance between the center of the canine crown and the midsagittal plane (A3cc to Cg Vertical) and the distance between the jugal process and the midsagittal plane (J to Cg Vertical). The closer the canine crowns to the midsagittal plane and the larger the posterior portion of the hemimaxilla, the higher the probability of canine impaction. Discriminant analysis assigned a classification power of 95.3% to the predictive model. On the basis of the equation generated by the multivariate statistical method, impaction of the maxillary canine for each new case at the age of 8 years can be predicted. The importance of PA cephalograms in the diagnosis and prediction of canine eruption disturbances is emphasized. (Angle Orthod 2004;75:28–34.)
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INTRODUCTION

The maxillary canine is second only to the mandibular third molar in its frequency of impaction, with a rate that varies from less than 0.8% to 2.8%.1 Dachi and Howell2 pointed out that the condition is more than twice as common in girls as in boys. Canine impaction has been found on the palate in 85% of the cases and to the buccal in 15%.3–5 It is estimated that 8% of all patients with maxillary impacted canines have bilateral impaction.6

Two major theories have been delineated to explain the occurrence of palatal impaction of maxillary canines, ie, the “guidance” theory and the “genetic” one.6,7–21 The guidance theory11–14 refers to an excess of space in the apical region of the maxillary bone during the eruption pathway of the permanent canine, owing to either hypoplasia or aplasia of the upper lateral incisors. The displaced canine lacks the “guide” represented by the roots of the neighboring teeth, thus suggesting the predominance of local reasons for the anomaly in the position of the tooth bud. Crowding may also play a role as an environmental cause of impaction, although arch length deficiency is associated primarily with buccal canine impaction.15 According to the genetic theory, palatally displaced canines are assigned to a complex of genetically determined tooth anomalies resulting from a developmental disturbance of the dental lamina.6,16–21 The associated dental features (including aplasia and small size of the lateral incisors) allow for an early clinical diagnosis of the eruption disturbance.22–27 Familial recurrence of canine impaction has been reported as well.28,29

One of the fundamental aspects in the diagnosis and
treatment planning of a complex tooth anomaly such as the impaction of the permanent maxillary canine is the ability to recognize the tooth displacement early and to predict the subsequent failure of eruption. “Early” in biology is often considered as occurring before the usual or physiological time. The average age when an upper canine should erupt is 13 years in boys and 12 years and 3 months in girls. So, the ability to diagnose tooth malposition as early as in the early mixed dentition (average age of 8 years) and to predict impaction of the canine in the same time period would be extremely useful for the clinician.

The main diagnostic tools that have been proposed to assess the probability of canine impaction in the individual patient relate both to spatial relationships of the tooth to the surrounding dentofacial structures, and to the associated features of the dentition, with special regard to concurrent dental anomalies. Baccetti demonstrated that palatal displacement of maxillary canines is associated with the early recognition of other tooth disturbances in the individual patient, such as small size of the upper lateral incisors, enamel hypoplasia, aplasia of second premolars, and infraocclusion of primary molars.

The early diagnosis of canine displacement in relation to the surrounding structures is based primarily on radiographic examination. At the age of 8 years the clinical examination does not give any useful information on the high position of the tooth in the bone. Ericson and Kurol studied a sample of children aged 10–13 years and proposed the diagnosis on the panoramic film, which can be defined as “moderately” early. Further, the final observation in the sample investigated by Ericson and Kurol included the therapeutic effects of an interceptive approach such as the extraction of the deciduous canine. The authors found that the more mesially located the crown of the canine in the panoramic film, the more reduced the likelihood of canine eruption. Lindauer et al. used a control group to propose a method to predict canine impaction with a precision of 78% through a modification of the procedure by Ericson and Kurol. According to Fernandez et al. the overlapping of the canine and the lateral incisor in panoramic radiographs when the incisor has completed its development can be considered as a sign of a possible eruptive anomaly of the canine at an early stage. A recent study investigated the relationship of the upper canine to the surrounding dentofacial structures, and to the associated features of the dentition, with special regard to concurrent dental anomalies. Baccetti demonstrated that palatal displacement of maxillary canines is associated with the early recognition of other tooth disturbances in the individual patient, such as small size of the upper lateral incisors, enamel hypoplasia, aplasia of second premolars, and infraocclusion of primary molars.

The cephalometric analysis on PA films was the one pro-
posed by Ricketts, with a modification that eliminated the mandibular measurements. Cephalometric variables were limited to transverse measurements because these are least affected by postural alterations of the head during radiographic registration.

The following skeletal and dental landmarks and lines were used (Figure 1):

Cranial landmarks—Za (zygomatic arch), center of the zygomatic arch; Cg (crista galli), tip of the structure.

Maxillary landmarks—Nc (nasal cavity), most lateral margin of the nasal cavity; J (jugal process), crossing on the zygomatic process of the maxilla with the outline of the tuberosity; ANS (anterior nasal spine), center of the hard palate at the junction with the septum.

Dental landmarks—UI (upper interincisal point); A6L and A6R (upper molar left and right), the buccalmost point on the crowns of the upper first molars; A3Lcc and A3Rcc (upper canine left/right crown center), defined as the intersection between the 2 maximal diameters of the canine crown.

Reference lines—Za-Za, frontal Frankfort plane; Cg-Vertical, a perpendicular line dropped through frontal Frankfort from crista galli, representing the midsagittal plane.

The following linear measurements were performed: Nc to Nc, width of the nasal cavity; NcL/R to Cg Vertical, width of the heminasal cavity; J to J, width of the maxilla; JL/R to Cg Vertical, width of the hemimaxilla; ANS to Cg Vertical, symmetry of the maxilla; A6L to A6R, upper intermolar width; UI to Cg Vertical, symmetry of the upper dental arch; A3Lcc to A3Rcc, upper intercanine width; A3LccL/R to Cg Vertical, distance of the upper left/right canine to the sagittal plane; A3LccL/R to NcL/R, distance of the upper left/right canine to the left/right nasal cavity; A3LccL/R to JL/R, distance of the upper left/right canine to the left/right maxilla; A6L/R to A3LccL/R, distance of the upper left/right canine to the left/right upper molar.

The following angular measurement was performed: A3L/R long axis to Za-Za, angulation of the upper left/right canine to the frontal Frankfort plane.

All subjects were reevaluated at a second observation (mean age 14 years and 3 months) after a mean period of 5 years and 11 months, during which they did not receive any specific orthodontic treatment. Based on both clinical and radiographic examination, the sample was split into 2 groups: the first group comprised 31 subjects (16 boys and 15 girls) who had experienced a normal eruption of upper maxillary canines (nonimpacted canine [NIC] group). The remaining 12 subjects (6 boys and 6 girls) presented with unilateral impaction of upper canines (impacted canine [IC] group). Canine impaction was diagnosed when the tooth was unerupted after complete root development and when the contralateral canine was fully erupted.

**Data analysis**

The assessment of the method error for the cephalometric measurements was performed with the Dahlberg formula on measures repeated on 15 subjects (10 subjects of the NIC group and 5 subjects of the IC group) selected randomly from the 2 groups. The measurement error for the linear measurements was on average 0.49 mm (range 0.30–0.66 mm), and it was 1.8° for the angular measurement.

The limited number of subjects in the 2 groups required assessment of normality for data distribution. Shapiro-Wilk’s test was used and revealed normal distribution of the measures in both the NIC and the IC groups at the time of first observation. Independent samples t-test was performed between the 2 groups at the time of first observation.

Discriminant analysis was applied to cephalometric values of the 43 subjects at the time of first observation. Discriminant analysis is a multivariable statistical technique that is specifically designed to separate as widely as possible 2 groups of subjects taken from the same population. The aim of this analysis is to provide a method to forecast which group a new case is most likely to fall into. To arrive at the best model for discrimination, the first phase of the analysis was to select those variables that were most important for group separation between the NIC and the IC.
groups. Forward selection procedure with F-to-enter and F-to-remove equal to 4 was chosen.\textsuperscript{47} When the smallest set of significant discriminant variables was selected, predictive power (classification power of the model) was tested using stepwise variable selection generated a 2-variable model that produced the most efficient separation between the 2 groups (NIC group vs IC group). The variables selected were the distance between the jugal process and the midsagittal plane (A3cc to Cg Vertical) and the distance between the center of the canine crown and the midsagittal plane (A3cc to Cg Vertical). The classification power of the selected 2-variable model was 95.3%. Only 2 cases were not classified correctly.

Unstandardized discriminant function coefficients of the selected variables, along with a calculated constant, lead to the following equation that provides individual scores for the assignment of a new case to either the NIC group or the IC group:

\[
\text{individual score} = [A3cc \text{ to } Cg \text{ Vertical (0.883)}] - [J \text{ to } Cg \text{ Vertical (0.345)}] - 1.039.
\]

The critical score (ie, the value dividing the NIC group from IC group) was \(-0.565\), which is the mean value of the group centroids of the 2 groups (0.621 for the NIC group and \(-1.751\) for the IC group). If the individual score is more negative than the critical score at the age of 8 years, the upper canine will be impacted. On the contrary, if the individual score is greater than the critical score (or a positive number) at the age of 8 years, the upper canine will erupt physiologically. Both predictions can be made with a probability of error of about 5%.

**RESULTS**

Descriptive statistics along with the results of independent sample \(t\)-test between NIC and IC groups at the time of first observation are presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>NIC (n = 31)</th>
<th>IC (n = 12)</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nc to Nc (mm)</td>
<td>25.8 (1.6)</td>
<td>24.9 (2.4)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nc to Cg Vertical (mm)</td>
<td>12.3 (0.8)</td>
<td>11.5 (1.1)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J to J (mm)</td>
<td>61.0 (3.0)</td>
<td>60.4 (3.9)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JL/R to Cg Vertical (mm)</td>
<td>30.5 (1.6)</td>
<td>30.1 (2.5)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANS to Cg Vertical (mm)</td>
<td>1.6 (0.9)</td>
<td>5 (0.8)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6L to A6R (mm)</td>
<td>56.3 (3.2)</td>
<td>55.3 (3.3)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ul to Cg Vertical (mm)</td>
<td>−2 (1.1)</td>
<td>0 (0.9)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3ccL to A3ccR (mm)</td>
<td>27.4 (1.9)</td>
<td>23.5 (2.2)</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3ccL/R to Cg Vertical (mm)</td>
<td>13.8 (1.4)</td>
<td>10.8 (1.3)</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3ccL/R to NcL/R (mm)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.2)</td>
<td>−1.2 (1.3)</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3ccL/R to JL/R (mm)</td>
<td>16.8 (1.5)</td>
<td>18.9 (2.0)</td>
<td>**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6L/R to A3ccL/R (mm)</td>
<td>14.5 (1.7)</td>
<td>16.0 (2.0)</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3L/R long axis (\wedge) Za-Za ((\wedge))</td>
<td>98.3 (5.4)</td>
<td>98.3 (4.2)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\* NIC indicates nonimpaction canine; IC, impaction canine; Nc, nasal cavity; Cg, Crista galli; J, jugal process; ANS, anterior nasal spine; NS, not significant; and Za, Zygomatic arch.

\*, \(P < 0.05\).

\**, \(P < 0.01\).

\***, \(P < 0.001\).

The critical score (ie, the value dividing the NIC group from IC group) was \(-0.565\), which is the mean value of the group centroids of the 2 groups (0.621 for the NIC group and \(-1.751\) for the IC group). If the individual score is more negative than the critical score at the age of 8 years, the upper canine will be impacted. On the contrary, if the individual score is greater than the critical score (or a positive number) at the age of 8 years, the upper canine will erupt physiologically. Both predictions can be made with a probability of error of about 5%.

**DISCUSSION**

Treating impacted palatal canines usually involves surgery plus orthodontic therapy to place the tooth in its correct position.\textsuperscript{49} These procedures offer a high success rate in adolescents but involve substantial time and cost. They also increase the risk of gingival recession, bone loss, and detached gingiva around the treated canine.\textsuperscript{50} A series of interceptive treatment options are available to approach palatally displaced canines and to prevent final impaction. For instance, a relatively high percentage of palatally displaced canines can be driven to normal eruption by means of extraction of deciduous canines in association with space maintenance at the upper arch.\textsuperscript{51} These methods, however, follow a diagnosis of canine displacement that is immediately antecedent to the diagnosis of canine impaction. It appeared desirable, therefore, to identify a method that would provide the clinician with an earlier tool for both the diagnosis of canine displacement and the prediction of subsequent canine impaction.

The panoramic film has been used extensively for the identification of diagnostic parameters aimed at interceptive treatment planning.\textsuperscript{51–33} but it unfortunately presents with...
considerable distortion in the frontal portion of the dentoalveolar regions. Historically, a lack of interest and experience combined with difficulty in attaining consistent orientation of the head in the head holder at the time of exposure has limited the progress of the frontal analysis.52,53 On the contrary, when performed adequately, PA radiography is able to provide valuable information about the spatial characteristics of the dentoskeletal region. When the patient’s head rests against the film, the frontal headfilm presents the anterior area of the face with a minimal amount of distortion. In the frontal headfilm it is easy to identify the position of the canine and its relationship with proximal teeth, the nasal cavity, and the palate.

The aim of the present study was to identify predictive variables for canine impaction on the frontal headfilm in the early mixed dentition phase (at approximately 8 years of age). Discriminant analysis indicated that the larger the hemimaxilla, and the closer the canine crown to the midsagittal plane in the frontal headfilm, the higher the probability of palatal displacement and eventual impaction of the canine in the corresponding side of the dental arch (Figure 2a–c). The probability of error is slightly less than 5%.

The existence of a normal maxillary arch width in cases with canine impaction had been pointed out by Langberg and Peck.54 From an etiological point of view the results of the present study, in addition to the ones by Langberg and Peck,54 confute the role of deficiency in maxillary width as a local mechanical cause of the palatally displaced canines. On the contrary, this theory had been supported by McConnell et al.,55 who used dental measurements to define transverse deficiency.

A recent study by Warford et al.35 investigated angulations and sector location of unerupted canines as measured from panoramic radiographs and concluded that sector location was the best predictor for canine impaction. Measurements for angulation of the canine in relation to reference lines entail a much smaller predictive power.35 Also, according to the results of the present study, the distance of the canine crown in relation to the midsagittal plane appears to be a crucial factor for the early prediction of canine impaction. The closer the canine crown is to the midfrontal line at the age of 8 years, the higher the probability of eruption disturbance. However, discriminant analysis indicated that the distance of the canine crown to the midline can serve as a reliable predictor only when combined with information pertaining to the width of the maxilla on the side examined.

The proposed method for early identification of subjects susceptible to canine impaction based on radiographic parameters might be complemented advantageously by the early recognition of morphological “risk signs” for canine impaction. It has been demonstrated that a series of concomitant tooth disturbances in the individual patient (small size of upper lateral incisors, enamel hypoplasia, aplasia of second premolars, and infraocclusion of primary molars) can be regarded as factors for an increased prevalence rate of canine impaction.16,18,22–28 Further, because of the additional radiation exposure, the use of the frontal X-ray could be recommended primarily in those subjects showing tooth anomalies that are recognized as associated with a higher prevalence of canine impaction.

From a clinical point of view the role of the prognosis
of canine impaction represented by a deficiency in the distance between the crown of the canine and the midsagittal plane, in the absence of a deficiency in the posterior width of the maxilla, suggests the use of techniques to widen the anterior part of the maxilla without increasing the posterior part of the upper jaw, if not needed for other therapeutic purposes. Methods to expand the palate at an early age in a sectorial way (such as a specifically activated quad-helix or rapid maxillary expanders incorporating a “fan” screw) could be viable options.

CONCLUSIONS

The identification of early predictive variables for canine impaction in a sample of orthodontic patients was performed by means of discriminant analysis on cephalometric variables derived from PA films. Two predictive measurements were selected, i.e., the distance from the center of the crown of the upper permanent canine to the midsagittal plane and the transverse width of the maxilla on the same side of the evaluated canine. The closer the canine crowns to the midsagittal plane and the larger the posterior portion of the hemimaxilla, the higher the probability of canine impaction. The classification power of the model for the prediction of canine impaction is 95.3% for each new individual case. The method provided the clinician with a diagnostic and prognostic tool to identify eruption disturbances of the upper canine at an early developmental stage.
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